Targeting cells causing split tolerance allows fully allogeneic islet survival with minimal conditioning in NOD mixed chimeras.
Donor-specific tolerance induced by mixed chimerism is one approach that may eliminate the need for long-term immunosuppressive therapy, while preventing chronic rejection of an islet transplant. However, even in the presence of chimerism it is possible for certain donor tissues or cells to be rejected whereas others from the same donor are accepted (split tolerance). We previously developed a nonmyeloablative protocol that generated mixed chimerism across full major histocompatability complex plus minor mismatches in NOD (nonobese diabetic) mice, however, these chimeras demonstrated split tolerance. In this study, we used radiation chimeras and found that the radiosensitive component of NOD has a greater role in the split tolerance NOD mice develop. We then show that split tolerance is mediated primarily by preexisting NOD lymphocytes and have identified T cells, but not NK cells or B cells, as cells that both resist chimerism induction and mediate split tolerance. Finally, after recognizing the barrier that preexisting T cells impose on the generation of fully tolerant chimeras, the chimerism induction protocol was refined to include nonmyeloablative recipient NOD T cell depletion which generated long-term mixed chimerism across fully allogeneic barriers. Furthermore, these chimeric NOD mice are immunocompetent, diabetes free and accept donor islet allografts.